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Neutron-deficient 177−185Hg isotopes were studied using in-source laser resonance-ionization spectroscopy
at the CERN-ISOLDE radioactive ion-beam facility in an experiment combining different detection methods
tailored to the studied isotopes. These include either α-decay tagging or multireflection time-of-flight gating for
isotope identification. The endpoint of the odd-even nuclear shape staggering in mercury was observed directly
by measuring for the first time the isotope shifts and hyperfine structures of 177−180Hg. Changes in the mean-
square charge radii for all mentioned isotopes, magnetic dipole, and electric quadrupole moments of the odd-A
isotopes and arguments in favor of I = 7/2 spin assignment for 177,179Hg were deduced. Experimental results are
compared with density functional theory (DFT) and Monte Carlo shell model (MCSM) calculations. DFT calcu-
lations using Skyrme parametrizations predict a jump in the charge radius around the neutron N = 104 midshell,
with an odd-even staggering pattern related to the coexistence of nearly degenerate oblate and prolate minima.
This near-degeneracy is highly sensitive to many aspects of the effective interaction, a fact that renders perfect
agreement with experiments out of reach for current functionals. Despite this inherent difficulty, the SLy5s1
and a modified UNEDF1SO parametrization predict a qualitatively correct staggering that is off by two neutron
numbers. MCSM calculations of states with the experimental spins and parities show good agreement for both
electromagnetic moments and the observed charge radii. A clear mechanism for the origin of shape staggering
within this context is identified: a substantial change in occupancy of the proton πh9/2 and neutron νi13/2 orbitals.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Since the mid-1970s, an unexpected large difference in
the mean-square charge radius between 187Hg and 185Hg was
observed by measuring the isotope shift in a radiation de-
tection of optical pumping (RADOP) experiment performed
at ISOLDE [1,2]. Similarly to 185Hg, the 181,183Hg isotopes
were found to exhibit a large isotope shift from their even-
mass neighbors 182,184,186Hg [3,4]. Ever since these mea-
surements, the observed pattern became known as “shape
staggering.” Studying the levels at low excitation energy in
more detail, different shapes were identified in close vicinity
to the ground state and the mercury isotopes are now one of
the most illustrative examples of shape coexistence [5]. The
experimental findings sparked extensive interest in studying
this region of the nuclear chart from both experimental and
theoretical points of view [5]. The large radius staggering
was interpreted as transitions between weakly deformed,
oblate ground states and strongly deformed, prolate ground
states [6].
The isotopic chain of mercury has since been studied with
a multitude of complementary techniques: Coulomb exci-
tation [7–9], in-beam γ -ray spectroscopy with recoil-decay
tagging [10–13], mass measurements [14], and α/β-decay
spectroscopy [15–21]. However, isotope shift and hyperfine-
structure measurements had only been extended down to
181Hg [2,4]. While the ground-state deformation has been in-
directly inferred for neutron-deficient mercury isotopes from
in-beam recoil-decay tagging measurements, hinting toward
less-deformed shapes for A < 180 [10–13], this had not been
confirmed by a direct ground-state isotope-shift measurement.
The missing mean-square charge-radii data for the lighter
mercury isotopes left the key question of where the shape
staggering ends.
In order to address this key question, a measurement
campaign was undertaken at the radioactive ion-beam fa-
cility ISOLDE [22] performing in-source laser resonance-
ionization spectroscopy of 15 mercury isotopes, rang-
ing from the neutron-deficient to the neutron-rich side
(177−185,198,202,203,206−208Hg) with the goal of measuring their
isotope/isomer shifts (IS) and hyperfine structures (HFS). The
large isotopic span was made possible by using the Resonance
Ionization Laser Ion Source (RILIS) [23] in a novel target-ion
source combination [24], together with three different ion-
counting techniques tailored to the isotope under investigation
[25]: α-decay spectroscopy for short-lived isotopes with small
production rates (down to 0.1 ion/s) using a “windmill’-type
implantation station (WM) [26,27], multireflection time-of-
flight mass spectrometer/separator (MR-ToF MS) [28] for
high-resolution, and single-ion counting and Faraday cup
(FC) ion-current measurements for high-intensity (>1 pA)
mercury beams. This paper is an in-depth follow-up article
of Ref. [29] on the neutron-deficient isotopes 177−185Hg. A
dedicated paper will provide a detailed discussion of the
neutron-rich isotopes [30] also measured in the same exper-
imental campaign.
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup in the ISOLDE
facility at CERN. See text for details.
II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
A. Mercury ion-beam production
Mercury isotopes were produced at the CERN-ISOLDE
facility [22] via spallation reactions induced by a 1.4-GeV
proton beam from the PS-Booster synchrotron impinging on
a molten-lead target. The neutral reaction products effused
from the heated target via the transfer line (≈700 ◦C target
and ≈400 ◦C transfer line heating) into the Versatile Arc
Discharge Laser Ion Source (VADLIS) cavity [24], which
was operated in RILIS mode [24] (Fig. 1). In this mode,
lasers are used to resonantly ionize the isotopes of interest.
The photo ions were extracted and accelerated by a 30-kV
potential difference and mass separated by ISOLDE’s General
Purpose Separator (GPS) dipole bending magnet before being
sent to one of three measurement devices (FC/WM/MR-ToF
MS; see Fig. 1). The choice of a molten-lead target was based
on results obtained from a preparatory experiment in similar
conditions at ISOLDE, where the mercury production of a
molten-lead was compared with a UCx target (Fig. 2). While
the production rates of the lightest mercury isotopes were of a
similar order of magnitude for both cases, the use of a molten-
lead target significantly reduces the isobaric contamination of
surface-ionized contaminants. This was especially important
for the heavy mass region discussed in Ref. [30]. Furthermore,
044306-2
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FIG. 2. Mercury production yield data for different target-ion
source configurations: VADLIS or RILIS with lead or uranium-
carbide target material for different proton-beam currents.
the production rate of the heavy mercury isotopes was signif-
icantly higher for the molten-lead target.
Resonance ionization of the mercury isotopes was accom-
plished using a three-step ionization scheme (Fig. 3) with a
measured ionization efficiency of 6% [31]. Laser spectroscopy
was performed on the 253.65-nm 6s2 1S0 → 6s6p 3P1 transi-
tion. Well-resolved HFS spectra were obtained by scanning
the frequency-tripled wavelength of the Ti:Sapphire laser
with a bandwidth of ≈1.5-GHz full width at half-maximum
(FWHM) after tripling (labelled 3ω in Fig. 1). At the second
step (313.18 nm) the frequency-doubled output of the dye
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FIG. 3. Ionization scheme for mercury developed in Ref. [31]
using the same transition for spectroscopy as in Refs. [1] and
[32]. The right-hand side shows the splitting of the 3P1 level states
with different total angular momentum F = I + J for an I = 7/2
nuclear spin with a corresponding exemplary HFS spectrum of 179Hg.
Energies and level splitting are not displayed to scale.
laser (Credo Dye model by Sirah Lasertechnik GmbH) was
used. The third step was a nonresonant 532-nm transition
driven by a Nd : YVO4 laser.
B. Isotope identification and counting
1. Ion-current measurement with a Faraday cup
A Faraday cup installed downstream the GPS magnet
was used to measure the extracted ion current of sufficiently
intense (>1 pA) beams of the longer-lived mercury isotopes.
In this experiment, the reference isotope for IS measurements,
stable 198Hg, as well as radioactive 202,203Hg were probed
using this technique. In the case of 198Hg, contamination of
the neighboring 197Hg ground and isomeric states was present
in the HFS. To prove consistency of the IS measurements for
different techniques, all isotopes measured using the FC were
also measured with the MR-ToF MS technique, with which it
was possible to suppress the unwanted isotopic and isobaric
contaminant species.
2. IS and HFS measurements with the windmill setup
The windmill detection setup [26,27], consists of a vac-
uum chamber holding a rotatable wheel that houses 10 thin
carbon foils up to 12-mm diameter (20μg/cm2 thickness)
[33]. Surrounding these foils are two pairs of silicon detec-
tors. The first pair is positioned around the carbon foil in
which the beam is implanted. This pair consists of an annular
(Ortec, TC-025-450-300-S, 6 mm hole, 450-mm2 active area)
and a full surface barrier detector (Ortec, TB-020-300-500,
300-mm2 active area). The beam is implanted through the
central hole of the annular detector. After implantation, the
wheel rotates and a fresh foil is placed in view of the beam.
The foil that was irradiated is moved toward the so-called
“decay position’ between a second pair of silicon detectors.
The two silicon detectors (Canberra, PD 300-15-300 RM,
300-mm2 active area) were used to study longer-lived ra-
dioactive isotopes that were implanted directly or the daughter
products of previously implanted nuclei. The total α-particle
detection efficiency at the implantation site was 34%, with
a detector resolution of 35-keV FWHM. Two germanium
detectors were additionally positioned outside the chamber
of the WM setup in order to measure γ - and x-ray radiation
emitted from the implantation site.
The α-particle energy spectra obtained at the implantation
point for different mass-separator settings are shown in Fig. 4.
By using the α-particle energies to identify short-lived iso-
topes and associating the count rates with the wave number of
the laser targeting the spectroscopic transition, it is possible
to produce nearly background-free HFS when the α parti-
cles coming from the decay of the beam contaminants have
sufficiently differing energies. This is, for instance, shown in
the α-energy spectrum collected with A = 177 mass-separator
setting where contaminants from 178−185Hg were present in
the beam (Fig. 5). Here clean HFS of six mercury isotopes
can be observed in a single scan simply by gating on dif-
ferent α peaks. The efficiency and selectivity of this method
allows IS and HFS measurements of isotopes with very small
044306-3
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FIG. 4. The α-particle energy spectra obtained at implantation
site when the GPS was set to masses in the range of A = 177–182.
Because of the limited mass resolution and difference in production,
beam contaminants of heavier mercury isotopes are observed in the
lighter-mass spectra.
production rates such as 177Hg, which was delivered at a rate
of ≈0.1 ions s−1.
3. IS and HFS measurements with multireflection
time-of-flight technique
For the measurement of 183−185,198,202,203,206−208Hg,
ISOLTRAP’s MR-ToF MS [28] was used for mass separation
and ion detection. This device, extensively discussed in
Ref. [34], consists of two 160-mm-long, sixfold electrostatic
mirrors surrounded by shielding electrodes.
First, the ion beam from ISOLDE is injected into a
radio-frequency quadrupole cooler-buncher (RFQCB) [35].
Ion bunches are stopped and thermalized in this helium-filled
RFQCB before they are injected into the MR-ToF MS with
at typical energy spread of 60 eV and bunch width of 60 ns
[28,36]. Here the ion bunches are trapped by reducing their
kinetic energy and switching of the in-trap lift voltage. In
the trapping cavity, they undergo multiple round-trips be-
tween the electrostatic mirrors, where the time-of-flight is
dependent on the mass and the charge state. This causes a
separation in time for different isobaric species in each bunch.
The ion bunches are then ejected from the MR-ToF MS by
switching the in-trap lift voltage [28]. The arrival time of
the ejected, mass-separated ion bunches was measured by
employing a MagnetTOF secondary electron multiplier ion
detector (DM291, ETP, Ermington, Australia). This MR-TOF
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FIG. 5. Top: Three-dimensional spectrum showing counts as a
function of α-decay energy and laser frequency before tripling (in
wave number). The spectrum is obtained from a single laser scan
measured at the windmill implantation site when the GPS mass
separator was set to A = 177. Because of the limited mass resolution
and approximately four orders of magnitude larger production rate
of 182Hg in comparison to 177Hg, beam contaminants are visible up
to A = 182. The HFS for each contaminant is shown by the colored
lines along the z axis, where different colors represent different mer-
cury isotopes. When projecting on the α energy or laser-frequency
axis, the total α-decay energy spectrum and combined HFS for all
isotopes appear respectively. Bottom: The projection of the top plot
on the α-decay energy and laser-frequency plane shows regions of
counts (indicated by circles) related to the isotopes decay and HFS.
Lines drawn between circles indicate the same HFS peaks visible in
daughter products of the original decaying isotopes.
mass separator is able to reach resolving powers of R =
m/m = 105 within a few tens of milliseconds [28]. The pro-
cedure for employing the MR-ToF MS in a laser-spectroscopy
experiment was previously discussed in Ref. [36]. Examples
of different time-of-flight spectra are shown in Fig. 6.
C. Recording of HFS
During the experiment, the wavelength of the laser target-
ing the spectroscopic transition was scanned in a stepwise
manner and a parameter proportional to the number of de-
tected photo ions was recorded as a function of the scanned
laser frequency. The data taking was synchronized with
044306-4
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FIG. 6. Time-of-flight spectra obtained for 183−185Hg, when the
GPS mass separator was set to A = 183, A = 184, A = 185, respec-
tively, after 1000 revolutions in the MR-ToF MS at which a mass
resolving power of about 1.2 × 105 was reached. At this resolving
power, all isotopic and isobaric contaminants are cleared from the
spectra.
ISOLDE’s supercycle structure of proton pulses provided by
the Proton Synchrotron Booster. Depending on the production
rate of the isotope under investigation, between 1 and 5 full su-
percycles of measurement were taken for each laser frequency
step. Data obtained with the WM setup were recorded with an
event-by-event data structure. The data were analyzed off-line
with the ROOT software package [37], where the deadtime-
corrected integral of energy-gated alpha counts for each laser
frequency resulted in the hyperfine spectra. A similar anal-
ysis was performed for the MR-ToF MS data where isotope
counting was not based on energy of an emitted particle but
on ion arrival time at the ion detector. For measurements with
the Faraday cup, the integrated ion current for each laser step
was combined with the recorded laser frequency to create the
HFS. An overview of the measured HFS is given in Fig. 7.
III. RESULTS
A. Extraction of IS and hyperfine splitting parameters
Information on the difference in mean-square charge radius
δ〈r2 〉A,A′ between two nuclei with mass A and A′ of the same
isotopic chain is extracted from the difference in the positions
of the centers of gravity of their respective HFS, ν0, i.e., their
isotope shift of a certain transition. The nuclear electromag-
netic moments (magnetic dipole, electric quadrupole) dictate
the relative position of the an atomic-state hyperfine-splitting
component with respect to ν0 via the relation
νF = 0.5aK + b0.75K (K + 1)− I (I + 1)J (J + 1)
2IJ (2I − 1)(2J − 1) , (1)
where the dipole and quadrupole hyperfine splitting parame-
ters are given as a and b, νF represents the energy difference
of the hyperfine component with total angular momentum
F = I + J, with respect to ν0 [38], and K = F (F + 1)−
I (I + 1)− J (J + 1). Fitting of the spectra was performed
with the open-source Python package SATLAS [39] and
cross-checked with a similar fitting routine in ROOT [37] and
the fitting procedure that was used in our previous HFS studies
as, for instance, in Ref. [27].
FIG. 7. Examples of the HFS scans taken for the isotopes dis-
cussed in this paper. A fit of the data is shown in red. For 185Hg, the
green and blue dotted lines correspond to the ground and isomeric
state parts of the total fit, shown in red, respectively.
To monitor the stability of the whole system, reference
scans of 198Hg were performed regularly. The spectra were fit-
ted separately and the weigthed mean of the fit results is taken
as a final value. Results of the fits are shown in Table I. The
experimental errors on the IS include both the fit errors and
the spread of individual scan results. For 177Hg, where only
a single full spectrum was obtained, the typical dispersion
in the extracted HFS centroid position for the other isotopes
was added as an additional uncertainty. As the nuclear spin
of 177,179Hg could not be determined directly by counting the
hyperfine components from the present measurements due to
the low angular momentum of the electronic state (J = 1) of
the upper level of the studied transition (see Fig. 3), we report
the IS and hyperfine splitting constant values assuming both
possible options for the ground-state nuclear spin of 177,179Hg
(7/2 and 9/2, see Sec. IV B). Within the experimental uncer-
tainties, good agreement on the IS and a and b parameters
compared to the previous measurements was obtained.
B. Changes in mean-square charge radii
The isotope shift δνA,A
′
i between two isotopes of the
same isotopic chain with mass A and A′ for transition i,
results from the mass and field shifts noted δνA,A
′
M,i and δν
A,A′
F,i ,
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TABLE I. Isotope shifts (δν198,A) and hyperfine splitting parameters (a and b) for the 6s6p 3P1 level in mercury atoms and deduced mean-
square charge radii (δ〈r2 〉198,A) and electromagnetic moments (μ and Q) in 177−185Hg istopes. Results of both optional ground-state spin
assignments I = 7/2 and I = 9/2 for 177,179Hg are shown (see Sec. IV B). The literature data for δ〈r2 〉198,A in this table are recalculated from
the experimental IS [4].
Isotope Iπ δν198,A a (MHz) b (MHz) δ〈r2 〉198,Aa μ (μN ) Qs (b) Ref.
(MHz) (fm2)
177Hg (7/2−) 54580(390) −4320(180) −410(600) −1.067(8){78} −1.025(48)b 0.57(83) This work
(9/2−) 55170(390) −3460(180) −875(600) −1.083(8){78} −1.035(60)b 1.21(91) This work
178Hg 0+ 49500(290) – – −0.968(6){71} – – This work
179Hg (7/2−) 46310(240) −3990(80) −550(200) −0.905(5){70} −0.948(24)b 0.76(28) This work
(9/2−) 46820(230) −3150(70) −1050(210) −0.915(5){70} −0.947(27)b 1.45(31) This work
180Hg 0+ 41330(240) – – −0.808(5){60} – – This work
181Hg 1/2− 5390(280) 15030(120) – −0.111(6){11} 0.515(4) – This work
5560(200) 14960(250) – −0.114(4){10} 0.5071(7) – [2,4]
182Hg 0+ 33350(260) – – −0.653(5){48} – – This work
183Hg 1/2− 3100(260) 15190(160) – −0.065(5){7} 0.521(6) – This work
3310(100) 15380(130) – −0.069(2){6} 0.524(5) – [2,4]
184Hg 0+ 27680(270) – – −0.542(6){40} – – This work
27720(90) – – −0.544(2){42} – – [4]
185Hg 1/2− 3350(300) 14930(340) – −0.069(6){7} 0.51(1) – This work
3710(30) 14960(70) – −0.0764(6){63} 0.509(4) – [4]
185Hgm 13/2+ 27780(190) −2286(25) 110(300) −0.543(4){40} −1.01(1) −0.15(41) This work
27770(110) −2305(19) −140(230) −0.543(2){42} −1.017(9) 0.20(33) [4]
aStatistical errors are given in parenthesis. Systematic errors stemming from the indeterminacy of the F factor (7%) [4] and MSMS are shown
in curly brackets [see Eqs. (2)–(4)].
bCorrected in accordance with hyperfine anomaly estimation (see Sec. III C).
respectively:
δν
A,A′
i = νA
′
i − νAi = δνA,A
′
M,i + δνA,A
′
F,i . (2)
The mass shift can be described as the sum of the so-called
normal (NMS) and specific (SMS) mass shifts:
δν
A,A′
M,i = M
A′ − A
AA′
= (MNMS +MSMS)A
′ − A
AA′
, (3)
where the NMS is related to the ratio of the electron and
proton masses me and mp and to the transition frequency νi as
MNMS = memp νi. The field shift is proportional to an electronic
F factor and nuclear parameter λA,A′ , related to the change in
nuclear mean-square charge radius between the two isotopes
according to:
δν
A,A′
F,i = Fλ,i λA,A
′ = K (Z )Fλ,iδ〈r2 〉A,A′ . (4)
In this equation, λA,A′ takes into account the influence of
the higher-order radial moments. It was shown [40] that the
difference between λ and δ〈r2 〉 is small (less than 10%
for heavy atoms) and can be accounted for by the single
correction factor K (Z ). The F and M factors used, as well
as the higher radial moments correction K (Z ) were taken
from Ref. [41], resulting from a combined analysis of data
from optical spectroscopy, muonic atoms, and elastic electron
scattering. The used values are F254 nm = −53(4) GHz/fm2,
MSMS254 nm = 0 ± 0.5MNMS, and K (Z ) = 0.927.
A King plot combines IS for two different atomic transi-
tions to extract information on the electronic F and M factors.
The linear relation that exists between the modified isotope
shifts (δνA′,Ai AA
′
A′−A ) following from Eqs. (2)–(4) has a slope κ
that equals the F -factor ratio (κ = Fi/Fi′ ) of the two transi-
tions i and i′. Information on the M factors can be derived
from the intercept with the y axis, s, via s = Mi′ − κMi. In
Ref. [4], this procedure was used to determine the F and M
factors for the 546-nm transition from the fixed factors for the
254-nm transition. The IS of 182Hg was measured in Ref. [4]
only for the 546-nm transition. To check the consistency of
our data on IS for 182Hg in the 254-nm transition, we include
the corresponding point into the King plot from Ref. [4] (see
Fig. 8). As can be seen in Fig. 8 and its inset, the data from
this work match the previously observed trend.
The isotope shifts obtained from fitting and the resulting
calculated differences in mean-square charge radius δ〈r2 〉A,A′
are shown in Table I and plotted in Fig. 9. From δ〈r2 〉A,A′ ,
the mean-squared deformation parameter β2 = 〈β2〉1/2 can be
inferred from the relation [38]
〈r2 〉 = 〈r2 〉spherDM
(
1+ 5
4π
〈
β22
〉)
, (5)
where 〈r2 〉spherDM represents the droplet-model prediction for a
spherical nucleus. The droplet-model calculations have been
carried out using the second parametrization of Berdichevsky
and Tondeur [42].
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FIG. 8. King plot of the modified isotope shifts in the 546-nm
line versus those in the 254-nm line with 198Hg as reference isotope.
Inset: Zoom around the area of the plot where most of the points are
clustered. The new data point for 182Hg fits well to the King-plot line
from Ref. [4].
C. Electromagnetic moments
The magnetic moments, μ, of the discussed mercury iso-
topes were calculated using the relation
μA = μA0
IA
IA0
aA
aA0
(1+A0A), (6)
where we use 199Hgm as a reference (A0 = 199, μA0 =
−1.0147(8) μN [43], aA0 = −2298.3(2) MHz [44]). The
hyperfine anomaly, A0A, is defined as
A1A2 = aA1
gI,A1
gI,A2
aA2
− 1, (7)
where gI is the nuclear g factor and the indices A1 and A2 refer
to two different isotopes with atomic mass numbers A1 and A2.
The hyperfine anomaly arises from the differences in charge
and magnetization distribution within the nucleus, through
the “Breit-Rosenthal” (BR) [45] and “Bohr-Weisskopf” (BW)
[46] effects, respectively. If the magnetic hyperfine constant
for the pointlike nucleus is denoted as apoint, then the observed
magnetic hyperfine constant a can be presented as follows:
a = apoint(1+ ǫ)(1+ δ), (8)
where ǫ and δ are responsible for the BW and BR effects,
respectively. Then the hyperfine anomaly acquires the simple
expression:
A1A2 = A1A2BW +A1A2BR = (ǫ1 − ǫ2)+ (δ1 − δ2). (9)
To determine the hyperfine anomaly one should have inde-
pendent values for magnetic moments and a constants for the
pair of isotopes under study, measured with high accuracy.
In the case of the mercury isotopes, such measurements
were done earlier for 10 long-lived isotopes and isomers
(193−201,193m−199mHg). Correspondingly, for these nuclei, the
hyperfine anomaly is known with sufficient accuracy [47].
Moskowitz and Lombardi [48] have shown that if one ne-
glects the BR part of the anomaly in comparison with its
BW component, then the experimental hyperfine anomalies
in the 3P1 atomic state of this series of mercury isotopes, with
the odd neutron in the nuclear shell-model neutron orbitals
p1/2, p3/2, f5/2, and i13/2, are well reproduced assuming the
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FIG. 9. (a) Comparison of the change in mean-square charge radius for mercury and lead isotopic chains as a function of neutron number N ,
using N = 126 as a reference. (b) Difference between the mercury and lead changes in charge radii where δ〈r2〉N−126Hg,Pb is defined as δ〈r2〉N−126Hg −
δ〈r2〉N−126Pb . Data points shown in red and black correspond to this work and previous work, respectively (Ref. [58] for lead and Ref. [4] for
mercury).
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simple relation known as the Moskowitz-Lombardi (ML) rule:
A1A2BW = ±α
(
1
μ1
− 1
μ2
)
, (10)
with sign from I = ℓ± 12 , where α = 1× 10−2 μN and ℓ is
the orbital moment of the unpaired neutron.
Neglecting the BR part of the hyperfine anomaly was
justified in Ref. [49], where A1A2BR was calculated with
a diffuse nuclear charge distribution. In particular, accord-
ing to Ref. [49], 199201BR = −1.8× 10−4, whereas 199201 =
−1.5× 10−3 [47]. The ML rule was further supported by
calculations from a microscopic theory [50]. We applied the
ML rule to estimate the BW correction for the magnetic
moments of 177,179Hg, taking into account the description
of the experimental hyperfine anomaly by this rule for the
variety of neutron single-particle states in mercury nuclei
with the mass spanning a rather large range. For previously
measured isotopes and isomers the maximal deviation of the
experimental 199ABW from the ML calculation is equal to
2.5× 10−3. We conservatively estimated the error of ML
prediction for the hyperfine anomaly in 177,179Hg as 5×
10−3. It was shown in Ref. [51] that A1A2BR is proportional
to δ〈r2 〉A1,A2 . Thus, 199ABR for 177,179Hg can be estimated
by scaling the calculated 199201BR [49]. The uncertainty of
this correction was estimated to be 10%. For 177,179Hg,
the BR correction are 199177BR = −1.7× 10−3, 199179BR =
−1.5× 10−3. Assuming an I = 7/2 assignment, 199177BW =
−1.2 × 10−4 and 199179BW = 7× 10−4. Under the I = 9/2
assignment, 199177BW = −1.9× 10−2 and 199179BW = −2.0 ×
10−2. These corrections as well as the increase of uncertainties
according to the aforementioned prescriptions, are taken into
account in Table I.
The spectroscopic quadrupole moments were calculated
using the relation
QAs = QA0s
bA
bA0
(11)
with the reference values for 201Hg: QA0s = 0.387(6) b, bA0 =
−280.107(5) MHz taken from Ref. [52] and Ref. [53], respec-
tively. The resulting spectroscopic quadrupole moments are
shown in Table I.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Changes in mean-square charge radii, shape staggering,
and “return to sphericity’ of light mercury isotopes
The change in the nuclear mean-square charge radius,
δ〈r2 〉, for lead [54–58] and mercury (Ref. [4] and this work)
isotopes are plotted with respect to N = 126 at the top of
Fig. 9. Three distinctly different regions are observed in
the mercury charge radii. Mercury isotopes with N > 105
follow a smooth trend, identical to the one of the isotopic
chain of lead. At 100 < N < 106, in the neutron midshell
region between the closed shells at N = 82 and N = 126,
a large shape staggering is observed. Here, ground-state
radii of the odd-A mercury isotopes deviate substantially
from the trend of the lead isotopes, which were found to
keep their near-spherical shape at and beyond the neutron
midshell [56,57]. See also Fig. 9(b), where the difference in
δ〈r2 〉 between mercury and lead isotones is shown. From
the data obtained in the present work, it is observed that the
staggering stops at 180Hg and δ〈r2 〉 for mercury isotopes
returns to the trend of lead. In-beam recoil-decay tagging
measurements [10–12,59–61] showed that the band-head
energies of strongly prolate deformed intruder bands in
even-A isotopes increase rapidly for mercury isotopes with
decreasing neutron number at N < 101. The in-beam studies
by Kondev et al. [60] and 181Pb α-decay analysis by Jenkins
et al. [16] have shown that a pronounced structural change
takes place when moving from 181,183Hg to 179Hg. Based
on their decay scheme deduced in Ref. [60], the authors
proposed that the ground state of 179Hg is near spherical
with a possible weak prolate deformation rather than a strong
prolate deformation. A similar interpretation was proposed for
lighter odd-A mercury isotopes with A = 173–177 [12,13,62].
While those different studies had shown some indications
of the shape of the ground state, our data provide a direct
measurement of the ground-state charge-radii changes.
The return of the lightest mercury nuclei to the trend of the
weakly deformed mercury isotopes with N > 105 (and to the
near-spherical trend in lead nuclei) delineates the region of
shape staggering to near the neutron midshell region at 100 <
N < 106.
B. Magnetic moments and spins of 177,179Hg
The ground-state spin and parity of 179Hg was previously
assigned Iπ = (7/2−), based on experimental data obtained
for the α decay of 183Pb and subsequent α decays to daughter
(175Pt) and granddaughter (171Os) nuclei [11,16]. The same
assignment, Iπ = (7/2−), was proposed for the ground state
of 177Hg, based on decay properties of the 13/2+ isomeric
state in this nucleus [12] and α decay of 181Pb [20]. As was
indicated in Sec. III A, we also tested I = 9/2 as a possible
assignment, since the ν f7/2 and νh9/2 orbitals are assumed
to play a dominant role in the negative-parity states around
N = 97, 99. The quality of fitting is the same for both assump-
tions. However, the measured large and negative magnetic
moments of 177,179Hg rule out a νh9/2 hole configuration, as
this is expected to give a large positive magnetic moment
μth(νh9/2) = +0.69 μN [63].
Two plausible origins of the 177,179Hg spins and magnetic
moments are considered:
(a) They arise from the strong Coriolis mixing of the
Nilsson states of ν f7/2 and νh9/2 parentage at very
low deformation (β2 ≈ 0.05–0.07) or (b) they may be
regarded as spherical ν f7/2-hole states.
Let us first focus on the explanation (a). In Ref. [11], two
likely candidates for the ground-state Nilsson configuration of
179Hg were proposed: the 7/2−[514] and 7/2−[503] orbitals,
arising from the νh9/2 and ν f7/2 neutron shell-model states,
respectively. These orbitals come close to the Fermi level
only for small prolate deformations (β2 < 0.15). In 175Pt, the
α-decay daughter of 179Hg, the νh9/2 7/2−[514] orbital was
chosen as preferable for the ground-state band [12]. However,
several measured magnetic moments of the 7/2−[514]
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FIG. 10. Comparison of magnetic moments for N = 83 isotones,
having one neutron in the (ν f7/2) shell above the closed shell N =
82, with the measured μ(177Hg) and μ(179Hg) indicated by shaded
boxes. Data from Refs. [64] and [66] and references therein.
Nilsson state of deformed N = 105 nuclei
(183Ptm, 177Hf, 175Yb) are close toμ ≈ +0.8μN [64]. Nilsson-
model calculations describe these experimental data fairly
well [65]. The calculations with the same approach predict
positive moments for 177,179Hg even at rather low deformation
[μ(7/2−[514], 179Hg)th = +0.46 μN and +0.34 μN at β2 =
0.15 and 0.10, respectively]. Coriolis mixing might, however,
play a role as the lowest states in the lightest mercury
isotopes display a high spin at low deformation. At β2 < 0.15,
contributions of the different Nilsson orbitals stemming from
the ν f7/2 and νh9/2 orbitals to the lowest 7/2− state become
nearly equal. This mixing would bring the magnetic moment
down in value with respect to a pure 7/2−[514] configuration
and might be a possible explanation of the measured magnetic
moments of 177,179Hg.
Let us now discuss option (b) and explore the interpretation
of the ground states of 177,179Hg as spherical ν f7/2-hole states.
Magnetic moments of 177,179Hg come comparatively close
to the single-particle estimation for spherical neutron shell
ν f7/2: μs.p. = −1.3μN (with the commonly adopted renor-
malization of the neutron g factors: geffs = 0.6gfrees and geffl =
−0.05). It is instructive to compare the magnetic moments
of the presumed 7/2− 177,179Hg ground states with measured
magnetic moments of the ground states of N = 83 isotones
with one neutron in the f7/2 shell. This comparison is shown in
Fig. 10. One can see that μ(177,179Hg) corresponds to μ(ν f7/2)
in the N = 83 isotones for which all show a rather large
negative magnetic moment value. If this interpretation is valid,
then the ground states of 177,179Hg could be regarded as holes
in the ν f7/2 orbital within a simple shell-model picture.
This means that for the light mercury isotopes, the state
arising from a neutron hole in the ν f7/2 orbital lies above
that arising from a neutron hole in the νh9/2 orbital. As a
consequence, the state ordering for Z = 80 and N < 100 is
reversed with respect to the N = 83 isotones in the vicinity of
the stable isotopes, where the ν f7/2 orbital is filled first after
the N = 82 shell closure. Surprisingly, with the increase of Z
after 80Hg, the normal ordering is restored in 81Tl and 82Pb.
The ground-state spin and parity of 181Pb99 was determined as
9/2− due to a hole in νh9/2 shell arising from the complete
depletion of the i13/2 and p3/2 shells lying above the N = 100
spherical subshell closure [20]. Similarly, the odd neutron
state in 180Tl99 was assumed to be a νh9/2-hole state on the
basis of its magnetic moment value [17,67]. Thus, for Z > 80
the νh9/2 shell appears to be situated above the ν f7/2 shell.
It was shown that the energy differences between the
lowest-lying 9/2 and 7/2 states for the N = 83 and N = 85
isotones show a rapid drop above Z = 64 (see Ref. [68] and
references therein). According to Bianco et al. [68], this drop
reflects the gradual approach in energy of the νh9/2 and ν f7/2
neutron single-particle orbitals. The presumed convergence
of the νh9/2 and ν f7/2 neutron levels also provides a natural
explanation for the anomalous absence of charged-particle
emission from the high-spin isomer of 160Re [69]. This shell
evolution was explained in Ref. [68] by the influence of
the tensor part of the nucleon-nucleon interaction [70]. It
was predicted in Ref. [68] that the energies of the neutron
single-particle orbitals may become inverted for high Z . The
interpretation of the 177,179Hg ground states as ν f7/2 shell-
model states and their first excited states as predominantly
νh9/2 states [11,12] is in agreement with this description.
C. Quadrupole moments of 177,179Hg
The quadrupole moments of 177,179Hg extracted from their
respective HFS b constants are consistent with a simple spher-
ical shell-model approach. According to the seniority scheme
[71], quadrupole moments should be linearly dependent on
the number of particles occupying a certain orbital as can be
seen from Eq. (12).
〈 jn| ˆQ| jn〉 = 2 j + 1− 2n
2 j + 1− 2νQs.p., (12)
Qs.p. = −e
2 j − 1
2 j + 2 〈r
2〉 j . (13)
Here a jn configuration with n nucleons is labeled by a se-
niority ν, the number of unpaired neutrons (ν = 1 in our case).
The observed spectroscopic quadrupole moment Qs is repre-
sented by 〈 jn| ˆQ| jn〉, while Qs.p. indicates the single-particle
quadrupole moment value. Recently, the seniority scheme
with a linear dependence of Qs on the number of particles in
the filling of a shell has been found to work remarkably well
for the cadmium, astatine, and actinium isotopes [36,72,73].
One can check the validity of the seniority scheme for the
filling the ν f7/2 orbital with the assumption that 177,179Hg have
five and seven neutrons in this shell (n = 5, 7), respectively.
For n = 1, 3, 5 we choose 145,147,149Sm [64]. The values of
Q(177,179Hg) were scaled according to Eq. (13) by 16% using
the global evaluation of 〈r2 〉 data in Ref. [58] to remove the
dependence of Q on 〈r2 〉, which distorts the presumed linear
dependency.
As can be seen from Fig. 11, the light mercury isotopes
follow the trend given by samarium even though the con-
sidered nuclei have very different neutron numbers: N =
83–87 for samarium and N = 97–99 for mercury. This ob-
served correspondence of the Qs(177,179Hg) values to the
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FIG. 11. Comparison of quadrupole moments for the
145,147,149Sm isotopes (data from Ref. [64]), with measured
values for 177,179Hg corrected for the difference in charge radius
between samarium and mercury.
seniority-scheme prediction supports the assumption of the
ν f7/2-hole nature of the 177,179Hg ground states.
D. Comparison with nuclear-density-functional
theory and Monte Carlo shell-model calculations
Frauendorf and Pashkevich [6] described shape staggering
in the mercury charge radii using a microscopic-macroscopic
approach with Strutinsky shell corrections, thereby proving
that mean-field models are able to predict the shape staggering
and shape coexistence in mercury. More recently, the even-
even mercury isotopes were studied and spectroscopic observ-
ables (e.g., charge-radii) were calculated using an interacting
boson model with configuration mixing (IBM-CM) [74] and
a beyond-mean-field approach [75]. In both approaches, the
deformation energy surfaces for nuclei near the midshell
have a lowest-energy minimum at prolate deformation, ac-
companied by a second, oblate minimum (for 176 < A <
186 in Ref. [75] and 180 < A < 186 in Ref. [74]). This is
in contrast to experimental results that indicated that the
even-even mercury isotopes have weakly deformed (oblate)
ground-state shapes [7]. Both papers [74,75] only discuss the
even-A mercury cases and do not go deeper into the origin
of the experimentally observed shape staggering in the odd-A
mercury isotopes or the prediction of its magnitude.
Early DFT calculations for both even- and odd-mass
isotopes mercury isotopes with the SLy4 parametrization
achieved a reproduction of the odd-even radius staggering
for N > 100 by fitting the pairing strength to the one-particle
separation energy of these isotopes [76]. In Ref. [77] the shape
coexistence in the region was confirmed as a mechanism
for the observed radius staggering for the SLy4, Sk3, and
SGII parametrizations with fixed gap parameters, although
the exact staggering could not be reproduced. In Ref. [78],
the SLy4 parametrization was again employed, but this time
with a pairing strength adjusted to the odd-even staggering
of the lead isotopes, leading to a qualitative correct stag-
gering that is off by four neutron numbers. As explicitly
noted in Ref. [78], the precise staggering pattern depends
sensitively on the details of the effective interaction. This can
be explicitly demonstrated by comparing results for the SLy4
parametrization from all three sources, Refs. [76–78], which
differ in the pairing interaction employed in the respective
calculations. Altogether, the past DFT investigations led to
an overall understanding of the physics of the phenomenon.
However, because of the known deficiencies of the available
parametrizations of the functional, achieving a quantitative
description of all its details is still not possible.
In an attempt to understand the behavior exhibited by
the light mercury isotopes, and to extend the description to
odd-A mercury isotopes, DFT and large-scale MCSM calcu-
lations were performed in this work, which are described in
Secs. IV D 1 and IV D 2, respectively.
1. DFT calculations
In a mean-field picture, a dramatic staggering of the isotope
shift as observed in experiment can be achieved as a conse-
quence of a ground-state shape staggering. In order for a shape
staggering to occur and produce a large change in nuclear
charge radius, three conditions need to be met. First, the
isotopes must have multiple competing shapes, which, in the
case of neutron-deficient mercury isotopes, are oblate, weakly
prolate, and strongly prolate. Second, the minima must ex-
hibit sufficiently different deformations, leading to substantial
differences in the corresponding calculated root-mean-square
radius. For the mercury isotopes, the even-A isotopes should
have weakly deformed minima, while the odd-A nuclei in the
region should have strongly prolate deformations. Third, the
excitation energy of the strongly prolate minimum should be
small for a specific set of nucleon numbers, 101  N  105.
More precisely, it should be comparable to the odd-even mass
staggering for these isotopes, i.e., the difference in binding
energy between odd-A isotopes and their even-A neighbors.
In this way, the difference in odd-even mass staggering in
both wells can shift the energetic balance between the weakly
and strongly deformed configurations. As is argued below,
these conditions put extremely stringent constraints on the
parameters of the DFT functionals, far beyond the precision
with which these parameters have been determined so far.
Two sets of systematic calculations for the mercury iso-
topes were performed. The first set considers axially symmet-
ric configurations, obtained using the HFBTHO code [79,80],
for six different Skyrme functionals UNEDF0 [81], UNEDF1
[82], UNEDF1SO [83], SLy4 [84], SkM* [85], and SGII [86].
The second set is composed of three-dimensional
coordinate-space calculations with the MOCCa code [87],
employing the eight parametrizations of the recent SLy5sX
[88] family supplemented by a zero-range surface pairing
interaction [89] with a standard pairing strength [90]. In both
sets of calculations, we retained the blocked configurations for
the odd-A isotopes that are lowest in energy, which in general
do not correspond to the experimental ground-state spins and
parities.
None of these 14 parametrizations predict potential energy
surfaces (PES) that fulfill all three conditions referred to
above. However, all of them at least predict near-degenerate
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oblate and prolate minima to coexist in light mercury isotopes.
This feature thus seems to be a generic property of the bulk
macroscopic energy and is independent of the detailed order-
ings of single-particle levels that differ between functional
parametrizations. In particular, the orbitals corresponding to
the experimental ground-state spins and parities do not appear
at the Fermi surfaces of odd-A mercury isotopes.
We will focus in what follows on four different
parametrizations. The first, UNEDF1SO, is based on the UN-
EDF1 parametrization which has been adjusted to global
nuclear properties across the nuclear chart but with modi-
fied spin-orbit and pairing properties to reproduce detailed
spectroscopic properties of nuclei around 254No. Calculations
here have been carried out for three different variants: one
employing the pairing prescription from Ref. [83] and two
others with an amplified pairing strength compared to the
original parametrization, by 8% and 20%, respectively.
The three remaining functionals, SLy5s1, SLy5s4, and
SLy5s8, are members of a family of parametrizations con-
structed on the basis of SLy5* [91] to study the impact of
varying the surface tension of Skyrme functionals. SLy5s8
has a surface tension similar to SLy4 and SLy5*, while for
SLy5s7 down to SLy5s1, it takes progressively smaller values.
Because of the nature of the fitting protocol, all members of
the family exhibit similar single-particle structures. However,
the deformation properties of the parametrizations are quite
different, which is a consequence of the differences in surface
tension. In particular, the parametrization with lowest surface
tension, SLy5s1, gives quite a satisfying description of the
fission barriers of heavy nuclei, such as actinides and 180Hg
[92]. Here results are presented for SLy5s1, SLy5s4, and
SLy5s8 representing functionals with low, intermediate, and
high surface tension, respectively.
The PES for the even-A neutron-deficient mercury isotopes
as calculated with UNEDF1SO with standard pairing as a func-
tion of the axial quadrupole deformation, are shown in Fig. 12.
For all isotopes, the lowest minimum is the oblate one. In a
narrow region, 86  N  106, the strongly prolate minimum
is very close in energy to both the strongly prolate and the
oblate minimum. In this way, the UNEDF1SO PES fulfills the
first two conditions for producing a sharp radius staggering.
The other parametrizations discussed here give qualitatively
similar energy curves with the same overall pattern of min-
ima, but with slightly different relative energy between them.
Albeit small, these differences can change the energetic order
of minima when going from one parametrization to the next.
To appreciate the detailed energy balance between the
different configurations in both odd- and even-A isotopes, the
excitation energies of the weakly and strongly prolate minima
are shown in Fig. 13 with respect to the oblate minimum
for UNEDF1SO with different values of the pairing strength,
as well as for SLy5s1, SLy5s4, and SLy5s8. An unaltered
UNEDF1SO, Fig. 13, predicts all isotopes between 99  N 
103 to be strongly prolate deformed. Increasing the pairing
strength by 8% suffices to change the predicted deformation
of the even-A isotopes in that region, producing a staggering
pattern. Further increasing the pairing strength makes the
shape staggering completely disappear: The oblate minimum
is the lowest for all isotopes. For SLy5s1 as well, the ground
FIG. 12. Potential energy surfaces calculated using the
UNEDF1SO functional for even-A mercury isotopes between
A = 174 and A = 196 as a function of the axial quadrupole moment,
β2. Energies are renormalized to the minimum of the curve, with an
additional offset of 1 MeV between isotopes. Circles indicate the
oblate minima, diamonds the weakly prolate minima, and squares
the strongly prolate minima (if present).
state staggers between strongly prolate and oblate minima in
the region 99  N  103. By increasing the surface tension
the shape staggering can be changed: For SLy5s4 only two
odd isotopes exhibit strong prolate deformation while none
do for SLy5s8.
For the SLy5sX parametrizations, larger surface tension
penalizes the strongly prolate minimum compared to the
oblate and weakly prolate ones because of its larger deforma-
tion. Increasing the pairing strength serves a similar purpose:
The strongly prolate minimum gains in energy compared
to the oblate minimum. Note that for all variants of
UNEDF1SO the size of the odd-even mass staggering in the
strongly prolate minimum is almost independent of the size
of the pairing strength: The mass staggering is at the root
of the shape staggering, but the detailed fine-tuning of the
staggering is achieved by changing the balance of the minima
and not through a change of the size of the odd-even mass
staggering. Although being quite different features of the ef-
fective interaction, the variation of the pairing strength and the
surface tension can both be employed to change the balance
of minima in order to fine-tune the shape staggering.
The effect of the shape staggering on the calculated radius
staggering is shown in Fig. 14 for the set of UNEDF1SO
calculations and in Fig. 15 for the SLy5sX calculations. Large
charge radii appear where the calculated ground state has a
strong, prolate deformation. SLy5s1 and UNEDF1SO with 8%
increase in pairing strength predict a staggering pattern that
sets in later with reducing neutron number.
The presented DFT results show that the origin of the
radius staggering can be properly identified in terms of
the ground-state shape staggering between the oblate (or
strongly prolate) and strongly prolate configurations along the
chain of mercury isotopes. The effect is extremely sensitive
to the fine details of the functional: By slightly varying
the pairing strength of (UNEDF1SO) or the surface tension
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FIG. 13. Differences between energies of weakly and strongly
prolate configurations and those corresponding to the oblate con-
figurations, as calculated with UNEDF1SO (left) and the SLy5sX
parametrizations (right). For UNEDF1SO calculations with standard
pairing (top), pairing amplified by 8% (middle) and pairing am-
plified by 20% (bottom) are presented. For the SLy5sX family,
results for SLy5s1 (top), SLy5s4 (middle), and SLy5s8 (bottom) are
presented.
(SLy5SX) of the functional, one can fine-tune the detailed
balance between the three coexisting minima, which can
change dramatically the shape staggering and hence the radius
staggering.
While this effect is demonstrated here for the pairing
strength and surface tension, the balance between the minima
also depends on many other properties of the functionals
both in the particle-hole and particle-particle channels. Be-
cause of this sensitivity, it is very unlikely that any of the
existing parametrizations can be tuned to reproduce exactly
this very particular shape-coexistence pattern. For this reason,
we cannot meaningfully state a strong preference for any
parametrization discussed here. The precise staggering pattern
could, however, be used to impose stringent conditions on
future parameter fits.
FIG. 14. Comparison of the calculated isotopic shift using the
UNEDF1SO paramaterization for three different values of the pairing
strength with experimental data, normalized to 186Hg. As in Fig. 12
and Fig. 13, circles indicate oblate, diamonds weakly prolate, and
squares strongly prolate configurations.
2. MCSM calculations
MCSM calculations are a type of configuration-interaction
approach for atomic nuclei that uses the advantages of quan-
tum Monte Carlo, variational, and matrix-diagonalization
methods [93]. This is the first time such calculations were per-
formed for such a heavy system as the mercury isotopes and
they are the heaviest MCSM calculations so far. The massively
parallel K-supercomputer [94] provided the computing power
to execute the calculations.
The model-space single-particle orbitals used in these cal-
culations consist of proton orbitals from 1g7/2 to 1i13/2 and
neutron orbitals from 1h9/2 to 1 j15/2, using the doubly magic
132Sn nucleus as inert core. As a result, a large number of
FIG. 15. Same as Fig. 14 but for the SLy5s1, SLy5s4, and
SLy5s8 parametrizations. Circles, diamonds, and squares indi-
cate oblate, weakly prolate, and strongly prolate configurations,
respectively.
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FIG. 16. Comparison of experimental magnetic moment values
from laser spectroscopy with MCSM calculations for odd-A neutron-
deficient mercury isotopes (A = 177–185). Red circles refer to ex-
perimental data.
nucleons (30 protons and up to 24 neutrons) were left to
interact in a large model space.
In these orbitals, all nucleons interact through effec-
tive nucleon-nucleon (NN) interactions. The neutron-neutron
(n-n) and proton-proton (p-p) interactions are taken from
Ref. [95], while the proton-neutron (p-n) interaction from
Ref. [96] was used. Effective charges for protons and neutrons
[97] being 1.6e and 0.6e were used together with a spin-
quenching factor of 0.9 [97] and single-particle energies were
adjusted to properties of doubly magic 132Sn and 208Pb nuclei.
Eigenstates were calculated for mercury isotopes with
177  A  186 with excitation energies below 2 MeV and
spins and parities as observed in experiment. For each of
these eigenstates, the magnetic moment, quadrupole moment,
excitation energy, and nucleon occupation numbers were
computed.
As shown in Fig. 16, the MCSM calculations reproduce the
magnetic and quadrupole moments for both experimentally
observed ground states and isomeric states of all measured
odd-A isotopes. While for some isotopes the electromagnetic
moment data clearly favor one eigenstate over the others, such
a distinction cannot be made for all isotopes. The magnetic
moment of 177Hg, for instance, clearly favors the 7/2−1 state
over 7/2−2 , while in
181Hg, the magnetic moment of all
1/2− states is nearly identical. MCSM calculations were also
performed for 9/2− states in 177,179Hg. The magnetic mo-
ments of these states were found to be large and positive:
μ(9/2−) = 1.26, 0.72 and 1.26, 1.47 μN for the first two
excited states with Iπ = 9/2− in 177,179Hg, respectively.
The MCSM eigenstate is given by a superposition of
MCSM basis vectors. Each MCSM basis vector is a deformed
Slater determinant, for which intrinsic quadrupole momenta
Q0 and Q2 can be calculated. Q0 and Q2 can be used as “partial
coordinates” from which the nuclear shape parameters β2 and
γ can also be extracted by standard relations [98]. A given
MCSM basis vector is placed as a circle on the potential
energy surface (PES) according to Q0 and Q2. The importance
of this basis vector in the eigenstate is expressed by the area
of a circle, being proportional to the square of the overlap to
the eigenstate. This is called the T-plot [99].
The calculated β2 values are extracted via the following
expression:
Q0 =
3Z√
5π
R2〈β2 〉(1+ 0.36〈β2 〉), (14)
where R2 is calculated as R2 = (1.2 fm A1/3)2 [38]. Since the
mass quadrupole moment, rather than the electric quadrupole
moment, results from MCSM calculations, the factor Z was
replaced in Eq. (14) by A. The correction term 0.36〈β2 〉 was
neglected, because 〈β2 〉 is at most about 0.2 presently. The
resulting equation becomes
〈β2 〉 = Q0
(√
5π
3AR2
)
, (15)
corresponding to the equations used in Refs. [97,100].
The differences in mean-square charge radii δ〈r2 〉, nor-
malized to 186Hg, from experimentally measured isotope
shifts were compared to MCSM calculations using the ex-
tracted β2 values [Eq. (15)] in combination with the nuclear
droplet model [42] by Eq. (5) as detailed in Refs. [38,101].
Figure 17(a) shows the comparison of MSCM calculations
with experimental values.
The ground state of 186Hg is known from its observed
level scheme and from Coulomb-excitation measurements
to be only weakly deformed [7,102]. This nucleus was
used to normalize the experimental δ〈r2〉 values from laser-
spectroscopy measurements with theoretical calculations. The
plot in Fig. 17(a) highlights δ〈r2〉A−186 of the lowest-lying
nuclear states with the correct spin and parity in a light
blue shade if the calculated magnetic moment is similar to
the experimentally observed one and in gray when they do
not match. Since even-even nuclei, having 0+ ground states,
do not have a magnetic moment, all even-mass states are
indicated in blue on Fig. 17. The width of the colored areas
corresponds to the spread of MCSM basis-vector deforma-
tion parameters on the PES. The levels for which both the
magnetic moment and deformation agree with experiment are
connected by the blue band.
An overall agreement for the shape staggering is observed
in both the magnitude and location as a function of neutron
number. In all but 181,185mHg the state corresponding to the
electromagnetic moments and charge-radii differences ob-
served in experiment is also the lowest state of that given spin
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FIG. 17. (a) Mean-square charge radius relative to that of the ground state of 186Hg. Red points are experimental data from this experiment.
The blue-shaded area indicates the radii corresponding to MCSM eigenstates for the observed ground states, Jπ = 0+ for even-A, 1/2− for
181,183,185Hg, and 7/2− for 177,179Hg. In addition, the δ〈r2 〉 value of the isomeric state 13/2+2 is shown by the lower line for 185Hg. The width
of the blue-shaded areas corresponds to the spread of MCSM basis-vector deformation parameters on the PES. The gray areas show MCSM
eigenstates for which the calculated magnetic moments differ from measured values. (b) T-plots for two states in 177Hg are shown on the right
(see text for more information). (c) Proton and neutron occupation numbers.
and parity. The difference in energetic ordering for 181,185mHg
might come from the limit of 24 MCSM basis vectors used
in the calculation. Dedicated calculations with 12 and 16
basis vectors showed indeed that the magnetic and quadrupole
moments converged to a large extent for 24 basis vectors,
while the excitation energy of the calculated states could still
shift when more basis vectors would be added.
For the lightest mercury isotopes with A  180, the MCSM
correctly describes the trend toward sphericity, magnetic mo-
ments, and even the energetic ordering of levels. The unusu-
ally rapid and large change of the δ〈r2〉A−186 value for neutron-
deficient mercury isotopes with A < 186 is thus reproduced
well in current calculations. While the present Hamiltonian is
rather standard, the unprecedented size of the configuration
space plays an essential role in the calculation outcome.
Shape staggering mechanism. The present MCSM calcu-
lation enables one to investigate the underlying microscopic
factors driving the abrupt change between the near-spherical
and deformed states. Notably, the change in nuclear shape
is related to a change in the occupation numbers. The most
important ones are the proton 1h9/2 orbital, which is the
strongest contributor to protons excitation above Z = 82, and
the neutron 1i13/2 orbital, shown in Fig. 17(c). Large and
constant values (≈8) of the occupation number of the neutron
1i13/2 orbital are observed for the strongly deformed 1/2−
states of 181,183,185Hg. In addition, more than two protons are
excited above the Z = 82 closed shell to the 1h9/2 orbital.
For weakly deformed states, the occupation number of the
1i13/2 orbital grows steadily with neutron number, while that
of the proton 1h9/2 orbital remains small as is expected from
the usual filling of proton and neutron orbitals. The origin
of this abrupt change in occupancy numbers as a function
of neutron number is found in the monopole component of
the NN interaction. The effect of the monopole interaction
between protons in the orbital jp and neutrons in the orbital jn
can be expressed as
Emon = f ( jp, jn)nπ ( jp)nν ( jn), (16)
where f ( jp, jn) is the monopole matrix element and nπ ( jp)
and (nν ( jn) denote the number of protons and neutrons in the
specified orbitals, respectively. The average value of f ( jp, jn)
for different orbitals is about −0.2 MeV in mercury, but
f (πh9/2, νi13/2) stands out with a strongly attractive value
of −0.35 MeV. This is due to the similarity in radial wave
functions of the two orbitals and due to the effect of the
tensor force originating from the attractive j>- j′< coupling
[103]. Once optimal numbers of protons and neutrons are
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FIG. 18. Influence of the monopole interaction between πh9/2 and νi13/2 on the PES of 185Hg. In panels (A) and (B), the interaction is
artificially reduced by a factor of 0.6 and 0.8, respectively, with respect to the original shown in panel (C). The red arrows indicate the PES
minima.
found in these orbitals, they produce a large quadrupole
deformation, resulting in an increased binding energy due to
the proton-neutron quadrupole correlation energy. However,
these orbitals lie above the Fermi energy and a mechanism
is needed to bring such states down in energy. The strong
attractive nature of the monopole interaction provides such a
mechanism for f (πh9/2, νi13/2) since it is more attractive by
0.15 MeV than the average interaction. When moving from
180Hg to 181Hg, three more protons and six more neutrons
in those orbitals, produce an additional monopole binding
energy of 2.7 MeV besides the quadrupole contribution. The
monopole interaction thus shifts the strongly deformed state
down in energy. The influence this monopole interaction has
on the PES is shown in Fig. 18 where the strength of this
interaction is artificially reduced. Here a shift of the minimum,
indicated by the red arrows, is seen from a prolate to oblate
shape when the monopole interaction is reduced.
This is a variation of the so-called type-II shell evolution,
where significant changes in nucleon occupation numbers
produce large shifts of effective single-particle energies. In
the present case, the single-particle energies of the neutron
1i13/2 orbital and proton 1h9/2 orbital are effectively lowered,
locating deformed prolate states at lower energy. The com-
bined action of the monopole and quadrupole interactions
thus allows for a near-degenerate coexistence of strongly and
weakly deformed states in the region of the neutron-deficient
mercury istopes.
While this effect is present in all mercury istopes around
the neutron midshell, it is the small additional difference in
pairing energy gain between odd-even and even-even nuclei
which tips the balance in favor of a strongly or weakly
deformed ground state.
Type-II shell evolution plays an essential role in the quan-
tum phase transition in zirconium isotopes and in the shape
coexistence in nuclei around 68Ni [104,105]. It appears that
type-II shell evolution also produces the abrupt odd-even
staggering effect in mercury isotopes. As such, this insight
links our results to features at different locations of the nuclear
chart. This mechanism, which was qualitatively described in
Ref. [5], is now put on quantitive grounds. Moreover, the rel-
evant proton and neutron orbitals are identified. The MCSM
calculations can now also be compared to other observables
such as energy band structures and transition matrix elements
from nuclear spectroscopy, Coulomb excitation, and transfer
reaction experiments.
V. CONCLUSION
We report on an experimental and theoretical study of the
neutron-deficient mercury isotopes. By measuring for the first
time the IS and HFS of 177−180Hg and validating previous
measurements along the chain of heavier mercury isotopes,
the end point of shape-staggering in the neutron-deficient
direction was found to be at 180Hg. Not only the δ〈r2 〉 of
177−180Hg but also the magnetic and quadrupole moments of
177,179Hg support the inference of their small deformation.
More advanced descriptions were obtained from the MCSM
and DFT calculations.
The DFT models offer an interpretation of the observed
difference in charge radii in terms of the odd-even mass
staggering combined with multiple near-degenerate minima
of sufficiently different deformation. The UNEDF1SO with
modified pairing strength as well as the SLy5s1 and the
SLy5s4 functionals provide a radius staggering that is similar
to experiment but predicts a staggering pattern that sets in
with two neutrons less. Reproducing all details of the observed
staggering of the radii is not possible at the moment, as a quan-
titative description of the nuclear charge radii is extremely
sensitive to many details of the functionals employed. For two
such aspects, the pairing strength and the surface tension, the
delicate balance between the minima and its consequence for
the nuclear charge radii was shown explicitly.
The largest-ever MCSM calculations were performed for
this work. Both the magnetic and quadrupole moments and the
radii changes calculated with the MCSM agree with the ex-
perimental results to a remarkable extent. These calculations
point to the origin of the shape staggering as coming from a
combination of pairing with a variation of type-II shell evolu-
tion. In the latter, the monopole interaction between the νi13/2
and πh9/2 orbitals causes an enhanced occupation of these
orbitals which drives the mercury isotopes to deformation.
The change in their occupation from one isotope to the other
causes their pronounced shape staggering. This understanding
can now be tested in other areas of the nuclear chart, and
the MCSM can be used to calculate different experimental
observables.
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